We prove that the maximum independent set approximation problem with polylogarithmic approximation factor is P-SLOCAL-complete.
Introduction
To formally present our results we recall the model of computation.
The LOCAL Model of distributed computing [Lin92] . A graph is abstracted as an n-node network G = (V, E) with maximum degree ∆. Communications happen in synchronous rounds. Per round, each node can send one (unbounded size) message to each of its neighbors. At the end, each node should know its own part of the output, e.g., whether it belongs to an independent set or its own color in a vertex coloring. Typically, an algorithm in the LOCAL model is considered fast or efficient if its time complexity is polylogarithmic in the number of nodes n.
The maximal independent set problem (MIS) 1 and the (∆+1)-vertex coloring problem have fast randomized algorithms [Lub86] and exponentially slower deterministic algorithms [AGLP89] . The question whether the MIS problem has a polylogarithmic time deterministic algorithm dates back to Linial's seminal paper [Lin92] and is still considered to be one of the most important open questions of the area [Mau18, BE13] . With the objective to shed some light on the role of randomness in solving problems like MIS or vertex coloring efficiently Ghaffari, Kuhn and Maus [GKM17] defined a sequential variant of the LOCAL model, the SLOCAL model. In an SLOCAL algorithm with complexity (or locality) r the nodes of the network graph are processed in an arbitrary order. When a node v is processed it can see the current state of all nodes in its r-hop neighborhood (including all topological information of this neighborhood) and its output can be an arbitrary function of this neighborhood. Additionally, it can store information that can be read by later nodes as part of v' state. The maximal independent set problem admits an SLOCAL algorithm with locality r = 1 by iterating through the nodes in an arbitrary order and joining the independent set if none of the already processed neighbors is already contained in the set. An SLOCAL algorithm with constant locality is not known for the maximum independent set problem. Then, [GKM17] defines the class P-SLOCAL, i.e., the class of problems that can be solved with polylogarithmic complexity in the SLOCAL model. Besides MIS and vertex-coloring the class contains many other classic and related problems. In particular, it contains all problems that can be solved efficiently by randomized algorithms in the LOCAL model as long as a solution of the problem can be verified efficiently [GHK18] . Most important for our results is the notion of P-SLOCAL-completeness: A problem is P-SLOCAL-complete if it is contained in the class P-SLOCAL and if it is P-SLOCAL-hard, that is, any other problem in the class can be efficiently reduced to it via a local reduction. 2 If any P-SLOCAL-complete problem can be solved efficiently by a deterministic algorithm in the LOCAL model all problems in the class P-SLOCAL can be solved efficiently by deterministic algorithms; this includes the MIS and vertex coloring problem.
Among few others the following are P-SLOCAL-complete problems: (poly log n, poly log n)-network decompositions, (weak) local splittings [GKM17] , approximations of dominating set and distributed set cover [GHK18] . However, it would be most interesting if the MIS or the vertex coloring problem were shown to be complete [Mau18] . We cannot show either one but we show that computing sufficiently good approximations for the maximum independent set problem is complete. Theorem 1.1. Polylogarithmic maximum independent set approximation is P-SLOCAL-complete.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is through a reduction from the conflict-free multicoloring problem, one of the first problems known to be P-SLOCAL-complete [GKM17] . The objective of the conflictfree k-coloring problem is to compute a vertex coloring f : V → {1, . . . , k} of a hypergraph H = (V, E) such that for each edge e ∈ E there exists a node v ∈ e with a unique color, that is, there is no u = v with u ∈ e and f (u) = f (v). We call an edge with this property happy in coloring f -in proofs we consider colorings in which only some edges are happy. In the conflict-free multicoloring problem each node is allowed to have more than one color and all other requirements are the same. For a given constant 0 < ε ≤ 1 we call a hypergraph H = (V, E) almost uniform if there is an arbitrary k such that for all edges e ∈ E we have k ≤ |e| ≤ (1 + ε)k .
Theorem 1.2 ( [GKM17]
). Conflict-free multicoloring with poly log n colors in almost uniform hypergraphs with poly n hyperedges is P-SLOCAL-complete.
The unpublished work [DN18] uses the MaxIS to solve conflict-free coloring on so called interval hypergraphs. To show the P-SLOCAL-hardness of MaxIS approximations we adapt their techniques and reduce the conflict-free multicoloring problem to the problem of computing MaxIS approximations.
Completeness of Maximum Independent Set Approximation
We define the conflict graph G k of conflictfree k coloring a hypergraph H: The vertex set V (G k ) consists of all triples (e, v, c), e ∈ E(H), v ∈ e, 1 ≤ c ≤ k. The edge set E(G k ) is
We explain how any independent set of G k naturally corresponds to a partial vertex coloring of the hypergraph H and vice versa: Given an independent set I of G k define the partial vertex coloring:
c, ∃e such that (e, v, c) ∈ I, ⊥, otherwise .
Vice versa, given a conflictfree coloring f of H with k colors we construct an independent set of G k as follows: For each edge e we add a single node (e, v, c)-breaking ties arbitrarily-to the independent set I f where v ∈ e, f (v) = c and there is no u = v with u ∈ e and f (u) = c. More formally, we prove the following statement about the correspondence.
Lemma 2.1. Let k > 0, H be a hypergraph and G k the conflict graph of conflictfree k-coloring H.
a) Any conflict-free k-coloring f of H induces a maximum independent set I f of the conflict graph G k . The size of this maximum independent set is m = |E(H)|.
b) For any independent set I ⊆ V (G k ) the induced coloring f I is well defined and at least |I| edges of H are happy in f I .
Proof. Proof of a):
We first show by a proof of contradiction that I f is an independent set. So, let v 1 = (e, v, c) and v 2 = (g, u, d) be two nodes in I f and assume that they are connected by an edge h ∈ E(G k ). We perform a case distinction depending on whether h ∈ E vertex , h ∈ E edge or h ∈ E color and deduce a contradiction in all three cases. h ∈ E vertex : This means that v = u and also that c = d. However, this would mean that edge e added node v 1 to I f because v is the unique node with color c in coloring f and edge g added v 2 to I f because v is the unique node with color d in coloring f , a contradiction to v having only one color in f .
h ∈ E edge : This means that e = g, i.e., edge e added v 1 and v 1 to the independent set I f . However, each edge only adds one node to the independent set I f , a contradiction.
h ∈ E color : This means that c = d, i.e., the nodes in the independent set are v 1 = (e, v, c) and v 2 = (g, u, c), and v 1 is added to I f by edge e and v 2 is added to I f by edge g. Furthermore, {v, u} ⊆ e or ({v, u} ⊆ g holds. Without loss of generality assume that {v, u} ⊆ e holds. Edge g added v 2 to the independent set I f because u is the only node among the nodes in edge g with color c. Edge e added v 1 to the independent set I f because v is the only node among the nodes in edge e with color c in f , a contradiction as u ∈ e and u also has color c in f .
I f is a maximum independent set: As f is a conflictfree coloring each edge e adds one node of the form (e, , ) to the independent set. A node cannot be added to the independent by two distinct edges. Thus |I f | ≥ m = |E(H)|. Further, any independent set of G k has at most m nodes as any node of the form (e, , ) in the independent set forbids any other node of that form in the independent set due to the definition of E edge .
Proof of b):
We first show that the color assignment in Equation (1) is well defined, that is, for each node u there is at most one c such that ( , u, c) ∈ I. For contradiction, assume that there are two nodes v 1 of type ( , v, c) and v 2 of type ( , v, d) with c = d in the independent set I. By E vertex there is an edge in G k between v 1 and v 2 , a contradiction to both nodes being in I.
At least |I| edges are happy in f I : Let v = (e, v, c) ∈ I be a node of the independent set. We prove that edge e is happy: Node v is colored with color c in f I ; assume that there is a further node u ∈ e, u = v that is colored with color c. By the definition of f I this means that there is some node v = (g, u, c) in the independent set. As {u, v} ⊆ e the nodes v and v are connected in G k due to the definition of E color , a contradiction. Thus for each node (e, , ) ∈ I the edge e is happy. Further, for each happy edge e there is at most one node (e, , ) ∈ I due to the definition of E edge . Thus the number of happy edges equals the size of the independent set I.
The conflict graph G k can be efficiently simulated in H in the LOCAL model. The iterative computation of maximum independent set approximations in suitably chosen conflict graphs combined with Lemma 2.1 are sufficient to prove the hardness in Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The containment was proven in [GKM17, Theorem 7.1].
To prove the hardness we reduce from the P-SLOCAL-complete conflictfree multicoloring problem (Theorem 1.2). Assume that we can compute λ-approximations for MaxIS and let H be a hypergraph with m = poly n edges as in Theorem 1.2. First note, that the graphs used for the hardness in the proof of Theorem 1.2 all admit a conflictfree k-coloring where each node only has a single color and k = poly log n; fix this k and let ρ = λ · ln m + 1. In the reduction we use phases 1, . . . , ρ and in each phase we color some of the vertices in V using a distinct palette of size k for each phase; after each phase we remove all happy edges from the graph. We continue with describing the phases in more detail. For i = 1, . . . , ρ let H i = (V, E i ) denote the hypergraph in phase i where H 1 = H = (V, E) is the original graph. In phase i we use the hypergraph H i = (V, E i ) to build the conflict graph G i k . G i k has polynomially many nodes and edges and can be simulated locally. Then we compute an independent set I i of G i k that is a λ-approximation for MaxIS. Each node v ∈ V (H) that has some (v, , c) ∈ I i colors itself with color c (using a distinct palette of size k for each phase); all other nodes remain uncolored in this phase. The algorithm continues with the next phase.
We continue with analyzing the number of edges of the hypergraph that become happy, that is, are removed per phase. G i k has an independent set of size |E i | because of Lemma 2.1, a) and as H and also H i ⊆ H admit a conflictfree k-coloring . As I i is a λ-approximation for MaxIS we obtain |I i | ≥ It remains open whether the MIS or the (∆+1) vertex coloring problem are P-SLOCAL-complete.
